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Welcome to the Spring 2016 edition of CATALONIA, a quarterly publication by AICS (American Institute of Catalan Studies) which is based in the mega metropolis Houston, Texas. This is the 9th edition which over the past 2 years has grown and expanded over several continents and consists of the following principal collaborators:

Hellena Cardús, AICS President, V.P. of North America FIEC (Federation of Catalan Entities), CATALONIA Publisher
Roslyn Smith, AICS Cultural Arts Chairperson, Editor in Chief, CATALONIA
Jordi Guillem, AICS Vice President, Senior Writer, CATALONIA
Mayte Duarte Seguer, AICS Cultural Liaison, Interviewer and Senior Writer CATALONIA
Gonçal Mayos, Senior Writer, CATALONIA

If you are interested in becoming a Sponsor for CATALONIA magazine, please contact:
Jordi Guillem  jguillem@cataloniamagazine.com

For more information regarding AICS or CATALONIA Magazine, visit our Facebook Page and our website AICSUSA.org
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